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ABSTRACT

Metabolism of an organism is composed of hundreds to thousands of interconnected biochemical reactions responding to environmental or genetic constraints. This metabolic network provides a rich knowledge to contextualize omics data and to elaborate hypotheses on metabolic modulations. Nevertheless, performing this kind of integrative analysis is challenging for end users with not sufficiently advanced computer skills since it requires the use of various tools and web servers. MetExplore offers an all-in-one online solution composed of interactive tools for metabolic network curation, network exploration and omics data analysis. In particular, it is possible to curate and annotate metabolic networks in a collaborative environment. The network exploration is also facilitated in MetExplore by a system of interactive tables connected to a powerful network visualization module. Finally, the contextualization of metabolic elements in the network and the calculation of over-representation statistics make it possible to interpret any kind of omics data. MetExplore is a sustainable project maintained since 2010 freely available at https://metexplore.toulouse.inra.fr/metexplore2/.

INTRODUCTION

Metabolism modulation is a key systemic answer to biotic and abiotic stresses. To decipher these metabolic adaptations, global and non-targeted approaches such as metabolomics, proteomics and transcriptomics are cornerstone technologies. Nevertheless, the interpretation of the generated omics data requires taking into account the complex interplay between metabolites and reactions. This relational information is encoded in genome scale metabolic network reconstructions, which aim at gathering and organizing synthetic knowledge regarding the metabolic capacities of an organism, especially the properties that can be used for modeling (e.g. graph (1) or flux balance analyses (2)). Such networks include all the reactions an organism can perform, metabolites which are substrates and products of these reactions and the genes coding for the enzymes catalyzing these reactions. MetExplore has been specifically designed as an ‘all-in-one’ easy-to-use solution to help biologists in exploiting this valuable information in order to interpret multi-omics data in a more systemic and holistic perspective. Genome scale metabolic networks are usually built in a bottom-up manner, starting from the annotated genome of an organism and retrieving enzymatic reactions it can achieve. This process can be performed in a semi-automatic manner using dedicated tools (3–5). However, a tedious and time-consuming manual curation step is often necessary to complete and refine this reconstructed network before it can be used for data interpretation (6). Besides, a growing number of dedicated programs offer different approaches to interpret omics data in the context of metabolic pathways and networks. Visualization tools (4,7–9), enabling the location of biological entities of interest in a network, over-representation tools (10), aiming to identify metabolic pathways with a higher representation in a dataset, and flux balance modelling tools (11,12), allowing hypothesis generation and testing of system responses to genetic or environmental changes, present a large range of features. However, most of the available tools are dedicated solely to one specific analysis and a single type of...
COLLABORATIVE CURATION AND ANNOTATION OF METABOLIC NETWORKS

Automatic reconstruction tools from genomes (5,18,19) and semi-automatic gap-filling methods (20,21) produce draft reconstructions which need intensive manual curation by several experts (6). MetExplore offers curation and annotation functions which complement these automatic methods. Figure 1 summarizes these MetExplore functions from network import to the export of a curated and better quality metabolic reconstruction. Metabolic network curation being a collaborative process, MetExplore also provides an online environment to easily share this manual duty.

Importing a metabolic network

The exchange format commonly used for metabolic networks is the Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML) (22). Many network repositories like BIGG (23) or BioModels (24) offer to download metabolic networks in that format. However, the generated SBML files can be formatted in significantly different ways depending on the SBML version used. Furthermore, metabolic elements such as pathways or gene-reaction links may be described in non-standard data fields which vary from one SBML provider to another one. MetExplore thus provides a versatile SBML import web interface which allows importing the latest SBML versions with the Flux Balance Constraints (FBC) package as well as SBML files with specific annotation. Patterns corresponding to the format of the information stored in the SBML can thus be defined by the user (see Supplementary Figure S1).

MetExplore also provides a tool to convert KEGG pathway maps to MetExplore networks. A selection of metabolic networks (called BioSources in MetExplore) is publicly available. When a user imports a network, it is by default added in his (her) private account.

Additionally, MetExplore offers the opportunity to create a personal copy of public metabolic networks stored in MetExplore, which can then be modified and tailored by the users. MetExplore therefore provides a way to manage working copies of metabolic networks which can finally be exported in SBML files. Easy creation of SBML files after network curation will contribute to facilitate the submission in public repositories.

Sharing metabolic networks in a collaborative project

Metabolic network reconstruction projects often require the intervention of several collaborators who can be spread in various laboratories and countries. In MetExplore, to bridge this gap, private metabolic networks can be shared using the collaborative ‘Project’ functionality. To ensure proper management of collaborative reconstruction projects, collaborators can be granted different curation rights from the read-only role to the ability of adding or editing network elements (see Supplementary Figure S2). Collaborative curation of metabolic networks by several annotators is further facilitated by several project management tools, such as the capacity to assign specific tasks to annotators, with deadlines and priority levels (Supplementary Figure S3).

Finally, following the guidelines of the framework of reproducibility in science, MetExplore stores and makes available curation history for each reconstruction project (Supplementary Figure S4).

Sharing annotations on network elements: votes and comments

Manual curation of a metabolic network often begins by reviewing each element starting from the higher-level ones (pathways, compartments) to the constitutive elements of metabolism (metabolites, reactions, genes). In MetExplore, before editing network elements, annotators can provide feedback regarding the accuracy or veracity of an entry, through an Approval/Disapproval voting system (Supplementary Figure S5). For each type of network element, a summary of all votes is accessible in the corresponding grid (e.g. reactions), allowing sorting and filtering to focus on problematic cases (Supplementary Figure S6). Votes can then be confronted to reach a consensus about the annotation of a network element. It is also possible to add comments to give additional pieces of information about a reaction.

Users have the possibility to attach files (e.g. experimental data) to complete comments. Bibliographic references added from PubMed identifiers (PMID) make it easy to find the source which confirms the presence of specific reactions.

Editing a metabolic network

The edition functions of MetExplore allow metabolic elements to be modified, removed or added in private networks. A collection of network elements can be removed...
A metabolic network can contain thousands of elements tightly interconnected. It is therefore important to be able to visually check the coherence of modified parts of the network. To this end, MetExplore offers a visualization system allowing sub-networks from a selection of network elements (e.g. a pathway, a set of genes) to be represented. Gene-Protein-Reaction (GPR) links can also be visually reviewed using the dedicated graphical representation provided in the reaction information cards (Supplementary Figure S8).

Further than visual inspection, it is necessary for flux modelling to check that the created network can carry fluxes and achieve essential metabolic functions. MetExplore flux computation features make it possible to check the flux-consistency of the metabolic model under curation. The identification of dead-end reactions and orphan metabolites allows the detection of incomplete parts of the network. Flux Balance Analysis (27), Flux Variability Analysis (28) and reaction or gene knockout analyses enable the comparison between simulations and experimental evidences. This step may lead in the identification of inconsistent parts of the metabolic network which can be further edited within MetExplore. Hence, MetExplore users can perform this iterative curation loop in the same environment hence saving time and avoiding file transfers between tools.

Exporting a metabolic network

Each network can be exported as SBML or Excel files. Generated SBML files can then be uploaded in metabolic model repositories (e.g. BioModels) or used in analysis tool boxes (e.g., COBRA Toolbox (11)). Excel generated files correspond exactly to the grids of the network elements as displayed in the MetExplore interface at the time of the export. For instance, if the user has performed a data mapping, as described in the next section, all the corresponding columns will be available in the Excel file. These files are easier to read and can be used as tabulated files for other kinds of computations.

**DYNAMIC AND INTERACTIVE EXPLORATION**

Data mapping

Metabolic networks contain knowledge on genes, proteins, reactions and small molecules (metabolites) related to metabolism. Hence it provides a relevant biochemical context to interpret omics data. MetExplore offers a simple way to map data on a given metabolic network: the user can easily copy and paste data from common spreadsheet editors or simple tabulated text files. Mapping can be achieved for all network elements based on names or network identifiers. Additionally, for metabolites, mapping can be made based on monoisotopic mass, InChI or InChIKey.

The mapping results are reported in all grids: for mapped elements, a column containing the corresponding input values is added for each condition. Moreover, over-representation analyses are performed, using hyper-geometric tests (corrected with Bonferroni and Benjamini Hochberg methods), and reported in the pathway grid to facilitate future interpretation of the mapping results.

Smart filters

MetExplore strongly facilitates the exploration of metabolic network contents by providing spreadsheets (grids) for all constitutive elements of the network (from compartments to genes). These grids offer search, sort and selection functions. Users often explore network content by establishing links between elements, for instance one may want to know in which reactions and pathways a metabolite is involved. Hence, MetExplore implements a filtering function allowing all grid contents to be dynamically changed based on a selection from a particular grid.

These smart filters are of particular interest when analyzing data mapping results. In fact, since mapping provides pathway enrichment, users can then filter grid contents based on the selection of significantly enriched metabolic pathways. This filtering step allows focusing on a subnetwork of interest which can then be further mined using visualization (see Use Case Section).

Visualization and subnetwork extraction

Network visualization is one of the main features in MetExplore. It is possible to create a graphical representation of a network based on any selection of reactions. For instance, one can visualize all network reactions at once or select the reactions involved in a combination of pathways and visualize how they interconnect. Representation is achieved using MetExploreViz web module (29) which allows data mapping on reactions and metabolites, side compound duplications (e.g. water, ATP), compartments and pathways highlighting, edition, graphical exports (e.g. SVG, png, jpeg), graph format exports (e.g. gml).

Visual data analysis in the context of large networks is a challenging task when networks contain hundreds of elements (reactions and metabolites). Methods have been developed to extract subnetworks using network topology
(graph based methods) (30). Among these methods, lightest paths (31) allow to automatically find metabolic paths between pairs of metabolites of interest. For a list of metabolites, a subnetwork can be extracted by putting together lightest paths between each pair of elements in the list. This algorithm is implemented in MetExploreViz and allows reducing visual complexity of metabolic networks to facilitate analysis.

MetExplore being an integrated solution, it is also possible to select elements in the network representations and see where they stand in the grids.

USE CASES

**MetExplore as shared platform to accelerate and facilitate Jamborees**

The metabolic network management capabilities of MetExplore are very well adapted to the organization of a reconstruction annotation jamboree. The goal of a jamboree is to reconcile and refine knowledge about the metabolism of an organism (32). In order to refine the metabolic reconstruction of the bacterium *Agrobacterium fabrum*, a Jamboree in two sessions of two days has been organized. The original metabolic network was built using the MAGE platform (33) and publicly available in MetExplore. A total of 11 participants were involved in the two jamboree sessions. One participant, with more advanced bioinformatics skills, was designated as the project manager. He created the project, imported the metabolic network and managed the rights of the other participants.

Depending on their skills, different roles were assigned to the other participants. For example, those who had the broadest knowledge of the bacterium were responsible for voting for the presence/accuracy of each metabolic pathway and reaction and for commenting on certain parts of the metabolism. Other participants were in charge of the addition of metabolic pathways containing reactions absent from the original network.

The statistics after these four days show the benefit of using MetExplore to organize Jamborees and improve their outcomes. Each of the 391 metabolic pathways received at least one vote. More than 1600 votes and 250 comments had been added to pathways or reactions. Four compartments, 27 metabolic pathways, 149 reactions, 76 metabolites and 56 enzymes have been integrated into the metabolic network. Annotators highly appreciated the network and management capabilities of MetExplore to organize Jamborees and improve their outcomes. Each of the 391 metabolic pathways received at least one vote. More than 1600 votes and 250 comments had been added to pathways or reactions. Four compartments, 27 metabolic pathways, 149 reactions, 76 metabolites and 56 enzymes have been integrated into the metabolic network. Annotators highly appreciated the network and management capabilities of MetExplore to organize Jamborees and improve their outcomes.

**Network exploration to decipher Yeast metabolic response to Cadmium exposure**

MetExplore is largely surveyed as a key server for metabolomics data analysis (10,34–36), in particular to biochemically interpret metabolic fingerprints (list of significant metabolites for a given experimental condition). To highlight this feature, we will use a dataset extracted from a paper by Madalinski et al. (37). The aim of the experiment described in this article was to decipher yeast metabolic modulations induced by cadmium (toxicological metal) exposure. The list of metabolites, obtained using direct infusion high resolution mass spectrometry, contains 10 metabolites for which concentrations have significantly increased or decreased between control and exposed cells. Following this metabolomics study, MetExplore has been used to make sense of this list in terms of metabolic modulations.

Several networks in MetExplore are available for *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*, to exemplify the exploration pipeline we use KEGG network. Metabolites belonging to the fingerprint can be listed in an Excel spreadsheet (see supplementary material 2) and copy pasted in the MetExplore mapping tool. Once the mapping is achieved, pathway enrichment is computed to associate a corrected p-value to each pathway (see Figure 2.1). By applying MetExplore smart filters, user can select the significant pathways and filter all grids based on this selection. Hence, the filtered reaction grid will then only contain reactions involved in at least one of the selected pathways (see Figure 2.2). These reactions can then be put together to create a network corresponding to the union of all selected pathways. The network can be displayed in MetExplore and fingerprint metabolites can be highlighted using various colour schemes (see Figure 2.3). This network still contains few hundreds elements (reactions and metabolites) making visual interpretation challenging. MetExplore graph based sub-network extraction method can be applied to get the core part connecting metabolites in the fingerprint belonging to these pathways.

This pathway-based method provides a first overview of the metabolic modulation. However, it does not include all metabolites from the fingerprint (8 out of 10). In fact, two metabolites of interest are isolated in other pathways which are not found to be significantly enriched. It is the case for glutamyl-cysteine for which the concentration fold change is larger than 200. To include all metabolites into the interpretation, user can apply the sub-network extraction approach to the entire network by selecting all reactions. It results in a sub-network (see Supplementary Figure S9) containing all metabolites from the fingerprint.

Once the analysis is achieved, it is possible to export all data in an Excel spreadsheet. If filters have been applied, only selected elements will be exported in the spreadsheet. Visualisation output can also be exported in various formats for publication purposes.

In the original article, Madalinski and co-authors suggest a biochemical interpretation of metabolomics fingerprint which does not involve changes in methionine concentration. Using MetExplore, it was possible to explore the metabolic modulations in a holistic manner and to propose...
possible biochemical connections between methionine decrease and glutathione biosynthesis increase in response to cadmium exposure. MetExplore all-in-one solution allows an iterative process between data filtering and visualization which leads to enhanced interpretation fully exemplifying the benefit of using genome scale networks in that context.

This example focuses on metabolomics data analysis, for which MetExplore is often used. However, the new version of MetExplore makes it possible to carry out the same type of analysis, whatever the type of input omics data (transcriptomics, proteomics, fluxomics ...). For instance, Jar-dinaud et al. used MetExplore to predict which metabolic pathways were regulated during the nodulation in legumes from transcriptomics data (17).

**DISCUSSION**

MetExplore is an integrative web platform that brings together several features, which had never been put together in the same framework up to now. Its initial and still widely used functionality is the interpretation of metabolomics data through the analysis of a metabolic network at the genome level. However, since the first release, new features have greatly expanded the use of MetExplore. Figure 3 summarizes the features in MetExplore and compares them with those found in other web servers dedicated to metabolism analysis (4,5,8,9,23,38–41). We focused our comparison on web servers providing several similar functionalities as the ones available in MetExplore. For the pathway enrichment topic specifically, a recent review compared several tools including MetExplore (10). These tools are very efficient and informative for specific tasks but none fulfill simultaneously the pipeline from network curation to data analysis.

The organization of metabolic data into grids makes the use of MetExplore intuitive for biologists who generally explore their data with Excel. Moreover, thanks to its dynamic filters between the different grids, absent in the previous version, MetExplore greatly facilitates the exploration of the metabolic network content. The subnetwork corresponding to the filters applied to the grids can be directly visualized in the form of a bipartite graph linking reactions to metabolites. Since version 2.0, metabolism-specific drawing options can reduce visualization complexity and add information about metabolic pathways or compartments. Different types of omics data (metabolomics, proteomics, transcriptomics) can now be mapped on the same network, and the mapping results appear both on the network drawing and in the grids where enrichment values are displayed. As for mapping, since version 2.0, flux analyses can be launched on the whole network and results displayed only on a sub-network, which allows the user to focus on specific metabolic processes. Filtered grids with additional columns corresponding to analysis results can be exported in tabulated files and then easily shared or published. MetExplore is designed to allow users with no coding skills to perform omics data analysis. By providing an export in tabulated format, MetExplore offers the opportunity to perform more advanced data analysis methods using other platforms like R.

The mapping functions of MetExplore depend on identifiers provided by the metabolic databases. The lack of standardization of identifiers makes this task sometimes difficult. For metabolite mapping, to overcome the lack of a unified identifier system shared by all databases, the mapping can be performed in MetExplore using InChI strings or InChI keys, which provide a unique identifier for each metabolite, based on chemical structures. This is also true...
for genes, which can be identified by identifiers from different databases such as KEGG or NCBI. Globally, the standardization of identifiers for metabolic network identifiers is certainly a great challenge and we think that an effort of the whole community should be made to tackle this issue, which is often a limiting step in omics data interpretation. The collaborative curation and annotation functionalities of MetExplore, introduced in version 2.0, will help metabolic reconstruction to be organised between several collaborators. Until now, a thousand private networks, about 60 projects and more than 500 user accounts have been created in MetExplore. MetExplore makes available 285 metabolic networks coming from different metabolic databases: MicroCyc (33), BioCyc (41), BIGG (23), KEGG (4), BioModels (24) or publications.

However, the objective of MetExplore is not to become a model repository, such as BioModels or BIGG. Once the metabolic curation is performed, metabolic networks can be exported in SBML format and then, uploaded in such model repositories. Automatic reconstruction from genomic data is also not in the scope of MetExplore. Indeed, there are already many efficient automatic tools to automatically reconstruct metabolic networks (5,18,42) but it was clearly lacking an effective tool for curation steps which are essential for the quality of a reconstruction and the results that will be based on its analysis (6).

At last, programmatic access (web service), introduced in version 2.0, allows MetExplore functionalities to be integrated in other websites, like it was done in PiMP (43) or Metabolights (44).

MetExplore is a sustainable project maintained by a group of permanent scientists. New features, methods and improvements will be included. Complex queries, as proposed in BioCyc, could be incorporated to filter metabolic data in an ‘expert’ mode. Graph analyses could complete flux analyses by computing topological indices, as proposed by the web server NeAT (45). Over-representation analysis could be also refined by taking into account the values associated to the mapped elements rather than just their presence.

Besides, current cutting-edge sequencing techniques now allow the reconstruction (at least semi-automatically) of hundreds of metabolic networks (46). The annotation and curation tools will have to adapt to this change of scale. Easy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCOPE</th>
<th>Multi-organisms</th>
<th>Pathway-focused</th>
<th>Network-focused</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXPLORATION</td>
<td>Network visualisation</td>
<td>Dynamic network layout</td>
<td>Smart filtering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Omics Data Mapping</td>
<td>Pathway enrichment</td>
<td>Flux Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CURATION &amp; Input Output</td>
<td>Network import</td>
<td>Network export</td>
<td>Automatic reconstruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manual curation</td>
<td>Collaborative curation</td>
<td>Programmatic access</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Comparison between MetExplore and other web servers integrating several metabolic network functionalities. Light gray cells in the BioCyc column correspond to the Pathway Tools feature which is not a web server but was added to the list since it is strongly related to the BioCyc server.
propagation of annotations to several related metabolic networks could speed up the manual curation of such a large number of networks. Comparison and network merging tools would also greatly help the analysis of metabolic interaction in multi-organism communities.

CONCLUSION
Thanks to the integration of several original refinement and metabolic network exploration tools, MetExplore offers a powerful and easy-to-use solution to many biologists without advanced bioinformatic skills who would like to study and build their own metabolic networks. While initially intended for metabolomics data analysis, MetExplore’s usage has now broadened to other omics data analyses (e.g. transcriptomics, fluxomics ...). To better accompany this large community interested by MetExplore’s functionalities and its ease of use, the MetExplore team has organised numerous trainings for both students and principal investigators. Thus, since 2012, 401 users have been trained in 25 sessions in Europe, South America or Africa. MetExplore is in fact a very versatile and easy to use solution to grasp the concepts of metabolic networks and how they can greatly enhance multi-omics data analysis.

METEXPLORE TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
We recommend using MetExplore on recent versions of Chrome or Firefox.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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